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Dmitry Medvedev,
I don't want to write you this letter.
Why not? You don't build a relationship between us 'as we are supposed to build it on instructions of
Gods & Goddesses'. You waste my good powers at the cost of my life.
I do forgive you for a few months; you are a new President, drawing a new profile for the job 2008.
First
Over the past year the Kremlim implemented about 50% of all my knowledge & advices 'by returned
mail'. I don't complain, considering the fact that Russia is famous for its dictatorship.
But you have been stubborn on a few elements; you undermine your own authority bo doing so.
● work with truth in present tence
● an ´eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth´
I warned you:
Russia will loose power to EU when it doesn´t defend itself with:
´EU-members are dictatorships too. Here is the evidence´.
O yes, I heard Putin last week:´NATO is quilty of genocide too´. Putin....
Too lazy to build the evidence in NLFs. So?
So, EU comes up with sanctions against Russia for an attack on Georgia.
Russia could have anticipated on these sanctions, with EQ...!
Europe Loves to call Russia 'a dictatorship'.
For 1 reason only:
Russia is not suppose to prove wiht New Social Intelligence that other EU-countries are dangerous
dictarorships too.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

France-banlieus; local authorities kill civilians, nobody goes to prison for it.
Germany; the wall is down, former-spies are still part of the community without putting truth on
all tables in every household. People can't Love each other.
Belgium wants to fight over racism, social structures. Implotion is already a fact.
EU is less trustworthy. Who cares?
UK can't cope with economical-structeres & increase I violence, due to its participation in USApolicies.
Swiss can't handle integration anymore, it devides the country in regions with local rules. Fights.
Italy, can't handle garbage; Pope & Vatican cause wars above NLFs.
Scandinavia 'runs away from everything that goes wrong in EU - or the World - as hard as they
can'. I don't blame them! Wish I could run away from this NL-war-zone!
Southern-Europe has to deal with natural disasters who destroy large parts of the economy,
before we do. When they continue to copy 'standards for living from other EU-countries' they
will not be able to survive. NL is not interested in poverty in Spain, Portugal... or other countries.
Solutions are illusive. They have to make decisions on their own, even against EU & UN.
Eastern-Europe provides in guestworkers in NL, which cause more occupational hazards.
Slavery increases on the high speed frequency, overhere.... Implotion of community-life.

All EU-acts come down to 1 conclusion:
'Civil rights may never be claimed. Individuals who need these rights to survive are to be assasinated
with ICT-genocide. Other continents are too stupid to stop it, anyway'.
Hidden hatred grow.

Whats needed?
Dmitry Medvedev...NOT your announcement
´When EU sanctions Russia, we will sanction EU´.
You should have been wiser by now.
Should have said
´We have evidence related to the International Criminal Court that proves that we make the decisions
needed for security in Europe...and even for security in the World.
Portugal & Iran have already regocnized the importancy of this evidence.
Jordan is about to... and so are the Far-East and Africa. USA refuses to ackowledge it.
Australia is located ´down -under´.
We can prove that the UN misuses ICC for the assasination of war-victums, people who bring evidence
to the Prosecutors office and for the creation of war amongst Worlds´dictators.
This evidence is published on the Web for over 2.5 years. Its read by individuals & organisations we call
terrorists.
Because the Dutch parliament and its Advisory units prefers to ignore the fact that a Dutch woman has
started a lawcase against NL in may 2007, NL has increased to risk for more terrorism to a larger
extend. Worldwide.
NATO is ruled by a Dutch policy-maker, who prefers to hide war-activities going on in NL.
Agreements between NATO and its members are useless to Russia.
ISAF-peacekeeping is build on lies. Anti-terrorism is build on lies.
Russia can´t send Georgian-people to ICC, because we can not trust ICC.
We would like residents to be strong enough to end conflicts with lawcases, but ICC proves to be a
dicator itself. This demands an investigation on the activities of ICC - UN related to ICC - and the
political acts of the Netherlands. NL is building a war-system, which damages the whole World.
We need to talk about this situation.
We can´t put the Worlds´security on the shoulders of a few ICC-judges. Working somewhere in the
´unkown´. These judges can only stop war-crimes committed by ICC-employees when they have acces
to information, presented to them by war-victums. We don´t know if war-victums have the opportunity
to put evidence on the desk of ICC-judges. We don´t know anything about the activites of ICC at all,
while that court should protect us against more wars to come.
I suggest every EU-members writes its own report on ICC, within 1 month.
Than we rebalance our domestic security-policies with the true facts about war & terrorism, again.
Why do you have to do this?
● You want Love, NO war
● You want to be known as ´a new President, who brought Russia into the future´
● You want to anticipate on food-deficits, Worldwide
● You want to nurture raw-materials for Goods & Services
● You want contracts which are still readable & valid in 10 years time
● You want to gain the best out of mankind
● You want to rule the World. POWER
Trust in No 1-persons-therapy
Trust is a Force of Mother Nature that makes us grow.
You can trust yourself, but this doesn´t have to result in growth on Earth.
When you are too occupied with yourself, you cause war.
The production of trust is a Talent & Tool.
A human body needs to rebalance for its growth with the outside World on a regular basis.
Talent: you need something and you want to have it, almost regardless to what others think of it
Tool: you know of a method to get what you want, make others work for you
Result? War
Why? You never asked your opponent:
´What are your Talents & Tools. How are you going to implement them for the EQ & IQ-growth of
mankind on Earth. In which way can I contribute to the growth of your Talents & Tools. How can we Love
each other´?

Assumption is synonym for selfishness, an opponent of trust.
● When you believe you know what sombody else thinks, feels & needs - without talking to each
other and without putting EQ & IQ on a timeline - you create selfishness.
● When your assumption refers to war, your create more war.
● When your assumption refers to what you call Love -you create selffullfilling-prophecy at the cost of other peoples lives. More wars. Misuse of powers.
Power is confussed with trust.
● You can never build power, when you ignore Talents & Tools of others.
●

Power is an illussion anyway, as long as you can not prove to the World that you can build a New
set of line yourself, thanks to sharing New Talents & Tools between actors in present tence.
Evolution & Evaluation.

●

When you can´t define New emotions, hidden hatred grows into psychoses, based on Oldfashion assumptions.
Writing definitions and synchronizing them make ALL the differences you need for the creation
of war into Love.
Definitions for your thoughts, facts & EQ, first.
Look each other in the eye for acceptance, second.
Rebalance, third.
The creation of room for individual growth goes before acceptance.

●

Psychoses can be called ´hatred or Love´. Both are struggles for power.
One individual believes he or she is more important for maintenance of Earth than the other is.
But the only fact is, that both remain - somewhere in the Universe - with their individual
fantasies, which pass the growth of Talents & Tools .
Evolution & Evaluation is ignored.
A little fantasy can put somebodies mind at ease..., but only as long Talents & Tools are not
needed for survival. From the minute one of the human bodies which take place in psychoses,
becomes aware of it needs for future-building, psychoses finish in war.
There will always be one body that can´t move on from psychoses into facts.
Building Talents & Tools anchored in evidence and NLFs is required for business-life on Earth.
As soon as one of the actors - who only wants to work from psychoses - ignores the facts for
survival of the other actor...Love is gone.
Fantasy damages relationships, when people don´t accept each other solutions for conflict-ending
on the same timeline.

●

Facts of Life are required for the building of Talent & Tools.
How do you gain Facts of Life when your opponent doesn´t want to share his or her
Evolution & Evaluation with you? You donate trust...

Are you ready for this one?
● When you can´t get the power you believe your need, you give the kind of power you
wish to use under healty conditions, away for free. By doing so you turn the illussion
of power into trust.
●

When you do want to work from ´good practices´, you feed your opponent with the
trust you want to receive by returned mail. And you explain ´what you are doing for
what reason´.
Outline ´what you give away for which goals of life´.
In public. Add it to your seech, letter, website....

●

When you provide in Goods & Services you want others to give you - aware of the fact
that this won´t happen at all, now they wish to grow in psychoses -, you cut away
megalomania.
Psychoses from hatred or so called Love....
Ignore what you don´t need for Love-building!
Set boundaries to other peoples psychoses.

Dmitry Medvedev, never forget following startingpoints again:
● Never be afraid of your individual EQ.
●

Mankind was born with all EQ needed for the job called ´Life on planet Earth´.
Rely on it.

●

Live up to your authority given to you by the Galaxy.
When this implies you have to dismiss others - put others out of your life - just do it!
You only need words, NO crosswords....

●

You will always find words needed to build EQ and to stop psychoses in your
opponents. It might take more time than is healty for your individual growth, but thats
the reason ´why you need to clean up the set of line in the Galaxy, occasionally´.

●

Lazy-psychose-builders need to be replaced with new indiviudals who want to live up
to the best authority given to them too. Do it!

●

By fulfilling tasks Gods & Goddesses give you, ´you make New systems work´.
Evolution & Evaluation in good-practise.

●

People always want to be a part of the larger group.
The sooner you build your new system, the sooner war stops.
Explain carefully what you undertake for which reason.

You have been a Fool ...
● I wrote in my letters to you:
´I give Russia 25% more power by sending my ICC-case signed by mail to the Kremlin.
You can put it on the table in NL, EU & UN´.
●

What do you do with it?
You start to build Old-fashion-power-structures. War to stop war. Amen!

●

The only thing you really had to do by retuned mail, was send me a letter which I could
have put on the desk of the ICC-judge by now....
And tell your opponents that you have send me that letter.
Why?
Its most likely that the ICC-judge will call you as a witness; the judge wants to know
´Why Portugal, Russia, Jordan & Iran recognize my lawcase against NL, while other
EU-, UN- or Statemembers of the Statute of Rome refuse to do so´.
Thus:
´When you ackowledge my good practise in ICC-courtroom the whole World has to
admit ´that Russia is NO dictatorship´. USA included.'
And...than you have TRUST.... and... POWER...

11.39 hours, time to move on..
Have a straightforward day, anchored in my EQ,
desiree stokkel
donkerelaan 39
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